
PhD position in information systems

University of Neuchâtel, Switzerland

The Information Management Institute of the Faculty of Economics and Business at the University of Neuchâtel solicits
applications for a PhD position in information systems with a focus on sustainability starting 1st September 2022 or upon
agreement.

Position details

● Research - The candidate is committed to achieve a PhD thesis in the field of information systems.
● Teaching - Labs and seminars for the courses offered by the institute (bachelor and master level), conducted in

French or English; student support, exam preparation.
● The position ranges from 75%-100%
● Supervisor: Adrian Holzer – Professor of information systems

Requirements

● Master degree in information systems or related disciplines
● An interest in several of the following topics: sustainability, sustainable HCI, green IS, digital boosts, nudging,

gamification
● Passion for research, curiosity, creativity
● Demonstrated independence and initiative
● Ability to work in a multicultural environment and interdisciplinary teams
● Good command of English (oral and written)
● Good command of French or willingness to acquire it

We offer excellent conditions

● Salary (salary scale – in French): 2022 gross annual salary, 1st year of employment at 100%: CHF 69’612.
● Excellent working environment (university, infrastructure, city, sports offering)
● Vibrant ecosystem with private sector and non-profits

University background

The University of Neuchâtel is a university on a human scale, with about 4500 students. Its small size enables it to
provide high-level training and to foster relationships between students and professors. It is one of the most
international universities in Switzerland, with about 100 nationalities present and more than a fifth of the student body
coming from abroad. Ideally located midway between Geneva and Zurich, in the heart of Europe, it is a perfect place to
study or undertake high-level research in an idyllic setting between lake and mountains.

Application procedure and deadline

The application files, containing detailed curriculum vitae and a statement of interest with copies of diplomas
accompanied by grades transcript, should be sent by email to messagerie.imi@unine.ch. A research proposal for the
PhD thesis (2 pages max.) or an excerpt from the master thesis or a representative scientific publication will be strongly
appreciated.

Further information can be obtained from Professor Adrian Holzer (adrian.holzer@unine.ch) or by visiting the website of
the Institute www.unine.ch/imi

The University of Neuchâtel is actively engaged in the implementation of its responsibility and provides
non-discriminatory working conditions.

The deadline is July 15th 2022, but the position remains open until it is filled.
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